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Full virtualization
Translates kernel code to replace nonvirtualizable instructions with new sequences of
instructions that have the intended effect on the virtual hardware.Meanwhile, user
level code is directly executed on the processor for high performance virtualization.
This combination of binary translation and direct execution provides Full Virtualization
as the guest OS is fully abstracted (completely decoupled) from the underlying
hardware by the virtualization layer. Full virtualization offers the best isolation and
security for virtual machines, and simplifies migration and portability as the same
guest OS instance can run virtualized or on native hardware. VMware’s virtualization
products and Microsoft Virtual Server are examples of full virtualization.

Para-virtualization
Paravirtualization, as shown in Figure below, involves modifying the OS kernel to
replace nonvirtualizable instructions with hypercalls that communicate directly with
the virtualization layer hypervisor. The hypervisor also provides hypercall interfaces
for other critical kernel operations such as memory management, interrupt handling
and time keeping.

Hardware Assisted
Hardware vendors are rapidly embracing virtualization and developing new features
to simplify virtualization techniques. First generation enhancements include Intel
Virtualization Technology (VT-x) and AMD’s AMD-V which both target privileged
instructions with a new CPU execution mode feature that allows the VMM to run
in a new root mode below ring 0. As depicted in Figure , privileged and sensitive calls
are set to automatically trap to the hypervisor, removing the need for either binary
translation or paravirtualization. Due to high hypervisor to guest transition overhead
and a rigid programming model, VMware’s binary translation approach currently
outperforms first generation hardware assist implementations in most circumstances.

Memory Virtualization
The operating system keeps mappings of virtual page numbers to physical page
numbers stored in page tables. All modern x86 CPUs include a memory
management unit (MMU) and a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) to optimize virtual
memory performance . one has to virtualize the MMU to support the guest OS. The
guest OS continues to control the mapping of virtual addresses to the guest memory
physical addresses, but the guest OS cannot have direct access to the actual
machine memory. The VMM is responsible for mapping guest physical memory to the
actual machine memory, and it uses shadow page tables to accelerate the mappings.
As depicted by the red line in Figure 8, the VMM uses TLB hardware to map the
virtual memory directly to the machine memory to avoid the two levels of translation
on every access
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Device and I/O Virtualization

This involves managing the routing of I/O requests between virtual devices and the
shared physical hardware. in contrast to a direct pass-through to the hardware,
enables a rich set of features and simplified management. The key to effective I/O
virtualization is to preserve these virtualization benefits while keeping the added CPU
utilization to a minimum. The hypervisor virtualizes the physical hardware and
presents each virtual machine with a standardized set of virtual devices as seen in
Figure . These virtual devices effectively emulate well-known hardware and translate
the virtual machine requests to the system hardware.

Full Virtualization with Binary Translation is the Most Established
Technology Today
Full virtualization with binary translation will continue to be a useful technique for
years to come as newer and faster hardware continues to advance binary translation
performance for unmodified guest OSes, however, hardware assisted virtualization is
where virtualization is going with processor paravirtualization being a performance
enhancing stopgap along the way.

Hardware Assist is the Future of Virtualization, but the Real Gains
Have Yet to Arrive
Intel and AMD’s first generation hardware assist features released in 2006 are the first
step in removing the need for hypervisors to employ binary translation and
OS-assisted processor paravirtualization. As hardware assist features develop
and mature, hypervisors will commoditize as they increasingly leverage a common set
of hardware assist features, but they will continue to compete on performance,
manageability and features.

Xen’s CPU Paravirtualization Delivers Performance Benefits with
Maintenance Costs
Xen likes to position paravirtualization as the second generation of virtualization,
labeling VMware‘s full virtualization technology as the first generation. The reality is
that paravirtualization is an old and useful virtualization technique that does deliver
performance benefits for some workloads but typically with added maintenance costs.
Xen’s first major challenge is that processor paravirtualization does not apply to
unmodified guest OSes, so it is not an option for guests that can’t be modified (e.g.
Windows) and guests where modifications are undesired (e.g. when supported
versions of Linux are required).many new virtualization vendors with open source
Xen-derived offerings are abandoning Linux paravirtualization entirely. This leads to
Xen’s second competitive challenge. XenLinux kernel can’t run on native hardware or
other hypervisors, doubling the number of kernel distributions that have to be
maintained. Additionally, it’s limited to newer, open source operating systems as the
intrusive changes to the guest OS kernel require OS vendor support.Finally, the
strong hypervisor dependency impedes the independent evolution of the kernel.

Observation and Conclusion
Virtualization is the important technology in cloud computing, so we compare
the each popular software. VMware is the most popular software in virtualization
but the performance is not well in free version. Since they use the binary translation
in user mode, the guest OS is constrained by the Host OS. On the other hand, the
commercial version provides better performance for they use native virtualization
architecture; therefore, the host OS is very small just as a hypervisor. Xen is the also
popular software in linux which has a high performance in para-virtualization, and
there are so many fans in the world. In these years, KVM is becoming hot for their
friendly interface; however, the performance in KVM is not very well because it need
a hardware virtualization software to work with, and the software will constrain the
performance in KVM. So we use Xen in our study now.

